Effect of medical therapy for heart failure on segmental myocardial function in patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy.
The adjustment of medications and dosages to the needs of individual patients with heart failure is mostly intuitive, but even when their effect on global myocardial function is measured by classic indexes, their effect on segmental function is overlooked. This study was conducted to assess the feasibility of using echocardiographic myocardial strain imaging to evaluate the effect of medication on global and segmental function in 21 ambulatory patients with heart failure (mean age 65+/-11 years) who had echocardiographic studies performed before and 2 hours after ingesting their regular morning medications. The ejection fraction, global and regional strain, and time to regional peak strain were compared between the 2 examinations. Medication induced no significant changes in mean ejection fraction (28.6+/-7.8% to 27.5+/-9.9%) and mean global strain (-9.5+/-3.6% to -9.8+/-3.2%). Changes in segmental strain depended on baseline function: normal segments (peak strain more negative than -12%) deteriorated (-15.5+/-2.7% to -13.7+/-4.6%, p<0.0001), but dysfunctional segments (peak strain less negative than -8%) improved (-5.3+/-2.0% to -7.4+/-4.3%, p<0.0001). Medication also improved segmental synchronization: average time to peak strain of segments in which peak strain was attained before aortic valve closure increased (325+/-69 to 375+/-100 ms, p<0.0001), but that of segments with postsystolic shortening at baseline decreased (451+/-93 to 435+/-93 ms, p<0.006). Thus, the time interval between time to peak strain of segments with systolic and post-systolic shortening at baseline was halved after medication. In conclusion, medications for heart failure induced an increase in the echocardiographically determined peak strain of myocardial segments with impaired function at baseline but decreased the peak strain of normally contracting segments. Medications also improved the synchronization of myocardial contraction. Neither the global ejection fraction nor global strain reflected these changes. Thus, medication tended to improve the homogeneity of left ventricular contraction.